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  With the development of  informatization in Chinese colleges and universities, 
Chinese colleges and universities are transforming, which follows the increase of 
information management system, complexity of various affairs, and huge bulks of 
information is in need for storage and process. However, the failure of cooperation 
between each system results in disorder and inefficient management in schools, which 
is no doubt that these systems can’t meet the requirements of current situations. But 
the appearance of Campus Card Management System (CCMS for short) can perfectly 
solve the above problems. It is critical to set up the mobile phone one-card system in 
every campus which will become part of campus digitalization, it has a great 
significance in the management of school and its decision support. 
This dissertation is based on the analysis of practical needs, taking the actual 
characteristics and performance of the system into account. The final design 
scheme uses B/S and C/S mode, with ASP technology, Oracle8i database technology 
as well as DES, MD5 code technology to design and realize every function part of the 
system respectively. CCMS system consists of five integrated service system, they are 
Bank Account Transferring subsystem, Integrated Service subsystem, ID Management 
system, Third Party Deputies software system and Digital Certificate Management 
system. Also it contains six app subsystems, of which are Business Management 
subsystem, Boiling Water Management subsystem, Door Control subsystem, Air 
Circle Deposit subsystem, Online Search subsystem and Touch Screen Search 
subsystem. 
  In this dissertation, the design of every subsystem is under strict rules of B/S 
or C/S or the combination of B/S and C/S, and the use of safety system design in 
fields such as network segment, code technology and firewall to safeguard the 
Internet security, app management, bank transferring and database. Each subsystem 
meets practical needs with the clear logical mode. The appliance of database Oracle8i 
in data storage improves system performance. 















one machine in the hand makes it easy to walk around the campus，and bring great 
convenience to students, staff of life. It has realized the integration and sharing of data 
management and brings more standardization and information in the management of 
colleges. 
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    目前，清华大学、北京大学、中国人民大学、中国科技大学、上海交通大学
等高校近年来都已使用了具有各自特色的“一卡通系统”，功能相对比较齐全。 
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